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IF I had any predilection for the enigmatical headings
that are now the fashion, I might name this paper, "the top
and the base," or "marrt1z,R· and making." For in SouthAfrican affairs, England (-by which I mean the Authorities,
imperial, colonial, or other, that profess to manage them-)
continually mars what she wishes to make, and makes
what she wishes to mar, and this chiefly because she starts
from the supposition that the base of the South-African
structure is the top-which can be easily shaken off, or
modified-and that the top is the ever-continuing base.
Till the middle of this century, South-Africa claimed
little notice. The world at large was aware that there
existed such a continent ; but only a small number knew
anything more ; and even this knowledge may not have
extended further than the belief that "South-Africa"
would afford a career to a few, not too unpromising,
young men, if able and willing "to rough it." For
English people this might be at Cape-town itself and
some adjoining districts or ports. They would look for
their future in commercial pursuits. Young Dutchmen
might find it among the emigrant farmers who spoke their
own language and who seemed sorely in need of men
possessing some knowledge and able to use it.
This continued for years; and things might have remained so for many years more if the Cape Authorities, by
their policy of marring, had not forced outsiders to look
somewhat more closely into their acts.
At first, it was only now and then that somethinol:>
occurred which awakened a slightly more general interest.
It must have been about 1863 that we, journalists,-! was
then Editor of a pager in Holland-were worried by not
over-nicely printed pamphlets-people were very poor then
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in Bloemfontein-about differences between the Orange
Free State and the authorities in Cape Colony or elsewhere.
If I say "worried" I mean nothing unfriendly; I wish
only to characterise the situation as it stood for the general
reader. We had just then the big American War and
more than enough of other pressing matter on hand, when
we were call~d upon to interest the public in the squabbles
of such worthies as Waterboer and Kok, and in the
future of that desolation which was called Griqualand. It
would not do. The question had not yet developed into
what gave it, later on, such a significance : it was not yet the
big diamond-fight. For outsiders it was extremely difficult
to understand what it really was about.
Greater interests were at stake in the world, and SouthAfrica scarcely got a hearing.
I have often thought since, that diamonds may have
been in this question from the beginning. I know, of
course, that the first discovery is generally dated 1867.
But there are some anterior indications-! heard of them
in Transvaal itself and here from an old digger-that
the missionaries of Pniel occasionally got precious stones
from the natives and must have known something of what
afterwards were the "wet" diggings.'' This may be left
to the investigation of historians. But diamonds or no
diamonds, and leaving the missionaries alone (notwithstanding the circumstance that wherever there was mischief
their overzeal was almost always at the bottom of it),the authorities of course were prompted by the policy
which sprung up as soon as the first emigrants left Cape
Colony. This was the policy of "hemming them in."
They should not be allowed to go to the seacoast and
even inland they should be left as little free as possible to
go where they liked. I have not to speak of what had
happened already when they went to Natal and how they
were harassed some years afterwards. This is well known.
* The wet diggings are those in and on the banks of the Vaal river.
are the real mines of diamonds.
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But it may be observed that already then this "hemming
in" only contributed to make a unity of what at first hung
rather loosely together. More especially is what occurred
in Griqualand,- ending with the annexation of the Diamondfields,-a good instance of "making by marring." For it
was by this annexation that the Free-Staters found their true
future.
It gave them an extensive market; and the
country which till then had been very poor, became almost
wealthy. It was then that the Free State was really made.
Shortly after the formal annexation of the Diamondfields, the Rev. Mr. Burgers succeeded Mr. Pretorius as
President of Transvaal (r872). President Burgers was not
the first man who saw that Transvaal could never attain its
natural development unless it had its own communication
with the seacoast. This must have been seen by many
others. Indeed, nearly every farmer who had to travel for
weeks, only to sell-not very advantageously-his wool,
must have felt the want; and that it had been seen already
from the beginning is proved by the very remarkable
explorations of Trichard and indeed by the first occupation
of Natal. But Burgers was the man who tried to give the
scheme a practical shape under existing circumstances. In
r875 he went to Europe to conclude a treaty with Portugal
and to raise a loan for the railway to Delagoa-bay-a
"razlway" also because of the well-known difficulty that
no cattle could live upon the road between the plateau and
the seacoast.
I need not say that the burghers of Transvaal and their
president were not the only ones to perceive these advantages and that immediately the policy of "hemming in"
again came into play.
There was the scheme of annexing Delagoa- bay to
England, frustrated by the decision of President MacMahon.
Then came the scheme of the Confederation of all the
South- African States, and, after this fell through, the
annexation of Transvaal itself. When this began to assume
an ominous look, negotiations with Portugal for a railway
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were started, coupled with a tariff which would have made
the exit practically useless. Considering what had been
done, and is still tried, to mar the projects of the SouthAfrican Republic, it sounds almost cynical to hear that Mr.
Morier (the English Minister at the Court of Lisbon) said:
"It is only by free access to the sea that the Transvaal can
develop its great natural capacities." This had always
been true; but it was only enunciated by an English
functionary in 1879, when Transvaal was annexed and
there was every prospect that the other (Portuguese) end
of the free access would be practically in safe (English)
hands. When circumstances altered, of course, there was
no longer any question of this "making" : it then again
became the turn of" marring."
Nobody will pretend that in these cases all the wrongs
were invariably on one side. In human affairs they never are.
Greater or smaller faults may have been committed which
induced the adversaries to believe that, after all, it was
they who were in the right. And, most certainly, by the
general public in England, very grave faults were believed
to have been committed. That this could easily be shown
to be slander,-was, indeed, proved to be slander by careful
English historians,- does not make much difference.
Their books were not extensively read ; and as to the
Transvaal men themselves, they scarcely knew what was
said of them in English papers or at philanthropic meetings;
and if they had known, they would have been at a loss how
to defend themselves.
But it is not a question whether a somewhat more or less
plausible case could be made out for the annexation ; it is
not a question whether President Burgers really was the
right man for an extremely difficult situation and whether
he d:d not commit faults which made the case easier for the
adversary. The question is v,·hether the adversary did not
want "to mar," no matter how the case stood, and whether
the outcome of this marring was not again a "making,"the real making of the South-African Republic.
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It has been said, and is still I think believed by many,
that all would have gone smoothly with the annexation, if
there had not been what are called "sad mistakes in the
appointment of functionaries." This may be readily conceded for it really means nothing. The circumstances were
of such a nature that almost any appointment of functionaries
would have been a mistake.
If the real base of the South-African structure was an
English-speaking population with some foreign elements,
Dutch or other, on the top of the pyramid, Government by
English functionaries might be comparatively easy; and it
would perhaps not matter much, if there sometimes occurred
a "sad mistake." People would have tried to tide it over,
or have left the country for other parts, as they did at
the time of the great emigration and many times since.
But even in Cape Colony itself and after so many Dutch
people left it, the bulk of the fixed population,-the people
that are attached to the soil, the base of the structure,is not of English extraction. Even Cape Colony itself is
not simply governed by English functionaries. How could
this be possible in Transvaal? No nomination whatever
would have been agreeable there, and in fact, ''the annexation" could never really be accomplished.
It should not be forgotten that the annexation took the
Transvaal burghers wholly by surprise. It is quite needless to go into details and to ask what was done and could
have been done by the men, who then had charge of the
interests of the State. But whoever has even a faint idea
of the nature of the country knows that a population of
perhaps ten thousand heads of families, dispersed over an
area as large as France and Italy together, could not do
much immediately, when their leaders had given in. They
rightly tried what they could before resorting to armed
resistance. They first exhausted all other means to prove
that the annexation not only was a great mistake, but also
something far worse.
It is quite certain that, in the end, this marring nearly
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made an independent South-Africa, and would have made
it, if the Home Government had not wisely reversed its
policy and made peace with the emigrants over the Vaal.
In any case, this marring was really the making of the
South-African Republic.
I firmly believe that, with their sturdy population, it is
the two Dutch, or rather Dutch-speaking, republics-the
Orange Free State and the Transvaal- that will prove to
be the real, solid base of the South-African structure, the
backbone of the whole future commonwealth, the part upon
whose strength and steady, healthy growth depend the
strength and healthy growth of the whole body. Those
who are now children may live to see this, and "to realize"
how short-sighted former generations have been in trying
to manage circumstances which are much too strong not to
manage themselves.
That all these things can scarcely be "realized" by the
average English reader is nothing to be wondered at.
The English, as a rule, whatever may be their very high
qualities, are not proficient in foreign languages. They
certainly are not much given to reading foreign papers. It
has struck me that, even when travelling, they do not seem
to give consideration to the sayings and doings of foreigners,
to be really curious as to their ways and manners, or
to take any great pains to understand them.
Generally
speaking, they are self-sufficient. This may be the defect
of a very great quality. Chaque qualite a son difaut. Or
this may have its source in linguistic inability or neglect.
If one has only a superficial knowledge, or none, of a
people's history and literature, many things which might
interest one, when moving amongst them, necessarily cannot
have much meaning. I leave it to others to investigate this
further. I only wish to state what I believe to be a fact.
But if it be the fact, it becomes clear why most Englishmen can only have a faint and, almost always, an incorrect
impression of what is said and thought by " foreigners " of
their actions, or the actions of their authorities.
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As to understanding the people who are called the "Boers"
this is quite out of the question. First of all there is the
exceeding difficulty of mastering their language. And
however much it might be wished that more thought were
given to the study of foreign languages, nobody would be
so unreasonable as to ask an Englishman to begin with
Dutch, unless in very exceptional cases. But the fact remains, that it is nearly hopeless to thoroughly understand
South-African affairs, and the bulk of the population in
that very interesting part of the world, if one does not
understand this language. And even then !
One evening in 1888, sitting in the Union-club in Pretoria, with three or four English friends, who 'had lived there
for more tban thirty years, and who were well-educated
men,-engineers and physicians,-! was introduced to the
oldest resident of the place - also an Englishman. I
chanced to make an observation on the ready wit of these
Boers, of which I think I must, just then, have had some
instances. My friends looked quite astonished, and seemed
inclined to say that I must be half-crazy to think so. Yet
many of these Boers not only have the most ready motherwit I ever admired, but when they speak in earnest they
also often express such profound reflections that even clever
foreigners might wish these thoughts had been theirs. My
friends, having spent almost a life-time amongst these
people, had never discovered this.
I should add that these gentlemen-very characteristically,-knew almost nothing of the language except the
most necessary phrases in daily use, and that they seemed
not to be aware of the fact that people may often be
ignorant of a lot of things, generally known to well-educated
men, and yet ·be extremely acute in the more restricted
sphere of thoughts in which they live.
There is also another and, perhaps, greater difficulty.
Even a born Dutchman, fresh to the country, may not be
able at once to understand the Boers, not because of their
dialect, for all that is said upon this head, - for a purpose-
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is not worth refuting;<--b11t beca~ in ordinary conversation
the slur over some part of Dutch words. But even
\,
.. l t•
.
the the Beers ,..re soon understood. It is true that m Capetown an a JOining districts, the so-called kitchen-Dutch
spoken there is but a poor representative of the mothertongue.
The farther one moves from Cape-town, however, the purer is the language ; and if a Boer says his
prayers, or preaches, or speaks in public, or writes, he uses
-with occasional mistakes- the pure Dutch of the Dutch
Bible-the book that the Beers always took with them
during their migrations,-often the only one they ever read,
but that they read daily. The real difficulty is that these
people have for generations been persecuted, slandered,
betrayed and overreached by foreigners, white and black ;
and, therefore, if they know how to speak admirably-as I
have often heard them do- they even know better how to
keep silence; and before they give themselves away-before
they give you their innermost thoughts and the opportunities of really learning to understand them and their
ways, they must know you very well and be sure that you
are a friend who can be trusted.
How, under these circumstances, foreigners who have
lived only a few weeks in the country, can suppose that
they are able to tell you all about it and about the ways
and manners of the people, is more than I can explain ; and
how their sayings and doings can be rightly judged by
others not knowing the country at all, not able to read a
word of the language, and living at such a distance from
them, and in different surroundings, has always been to me
a hopeless puzzle.
But to return. Already in 1877, the year of the annexation, this event made a much greater commotion than can
well have been perceived in England. Not only upon the
contment of Europe, but also in America, meetings were held
and protests drawn up ; newspapers wrote their leaders and
paragraphs upon the matter, and generally expressed the
opinion that the English authorities were in the wrong, to
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say the least. But the real facts of the case were not very
well known; the different measures to thwart the development of Transvaal were not yet seen in their true light' and
as a whole; and the Transvaalers themselves seemed to take
it very quietly. An impression may have been created, or
at least strengthened, that they were an unruly set, neither
knowing their own mind, nor easily governed, even by their
own well-intentioned men. So this agitation gradually subsided. But in I 88 I, as soon as it was perceived how matters
really stood, it grew into a perfect storm, all over Europe
and in the United States. There scarcely was a paper
which did not go into the question, and I do not believe
there was one which did not side with the Boers. Again
there were meetings and protests, in almost every country,
with schemes for help which might have proved awkward
even for mighty E~gland. In some cases it needed very
wise and strong heads to keep others from doing some very
unwise things. I do not think that even then it was fully
known in England how great the agitation really was.
That there was a great commotion in South Africa became, of course, clear; but it is not generally known that
it was strong enough to make it doubtful whether reinforcements could be brought up at all, had the war continued.
Be this as it may, it was the making of the South-African
Republic; and in the whole of South Africa a community
of feeling was awakened, which formerly dic1 not exist, or in
any case had not been perceptible. As to the ~orld at large,
what till then had been rather considered a private English
affair at once became all the world's business. Every event
of any importance in South -Africa is now commented
upon by the leading papers and, as a rule, if there is any
question of sympathy, it is for the republican side. Most
certainly the policy of "hemming in," whenever now put
forward, does not find a single Continental supporter. On
the contrary, the belief is gaining ground that this policy is
neither for the general interest, nor for those of British
South- Africa itself; and it seems as if the time were not far
distant when people will try to put a stop to it.
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The schemes of Mr. Cecil Rhodes always looked to me
of such a mixed character that I did not believe I could
ever understand them. I am not myself a man of business
and Mr. Rhodes is the shrewdest, or nearly the shrewdest,
business-man of all the extremely sharp business-men in
South-Africa. I do not pretend to fathom him. There
may be politics in his mind, in so much as the plan of the
Chartered Company may have been made palatable by
showing that it would be a good thing if Transvaal were
"hemmed in " on its northern frontier. There may be
more of this in connexion with Central Africa. But for the
rest it looks a good deal like a gigantic speculation. One
hears of the manipulation of shares and how gold may be
made out of paper in undertakings "promoted" for gain.
But this is not the professed object of the Company.
People knowing next to nothing about South-Africa
dream about thousands of square miles acquired for civilization. But land is not the same all over the world. During
my trip to South-Africa, I saw hundreds of square miles of
dust (I could not call it sand), or of rock barely covered with
a thin layer. Sometimes there was no water at all; and when
it fell it suddenly disappeared in some mysterious manner.
In other parts there was plenty of water, but also plenty of
fever. We once went to see some farms,-mere patches of
ground measured up for s~le and future cultivation. We
travelled fourteen days in a waggon, and during ten days I
saw no other men than those I had with me, except some
stray Kaffirs. Thousands of acres were so thickly covered
with stones that only a goat could walk over them. They
were excellent for sheep, I was told, as the stones retained
the moisture, and there was good grass between them.* In
short, speaking generally, the country is not at all like any
other, and if much may be done, in the way of colonization,
this can never be done in the manner, for instance, adopted
in the United States. It will need much time, perseverance
and capital. This seems to be most essentially the case in
* This is not the ideal of a farm and renders its division even among a few colonists
out of the qut!stion.
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Mashonaland. If its useless wildernesses coulJ be taken
away, the remainder might make a nice country. I am under
the impression that if the burghers of Transvaal did not
trouble themselves about Mashonaland, it was because they
considered it only good-speaking generally- as an occasional grazing-ground during some months of the year.
As for the gold and other rich mines, of which we have
heard so much for many years, people would like to see
something tangible. I am no expert. But one of my
countrymen, formerly an Australian digger, who has been
all over Mashonaland, and who has had ample means of
investigating all the gold-bearing districts, persists in
declaring that the really " paying" mines have been fully
worked out, centuries ago. It is his firm conviction that
in Mashonaland nothing will be found like an average good
gold mine in Johannesburg.
What is, however, well known, is that there was an
understanding, that if Transvaal did not interfere with Mr.
Cecil Rhodes, it would obtain Swazi-land, not because it
was really wanted (unless, as formerly, for an occasional
grazing-ground, hired from the Swazis ), but because the
Boers never could have peace on that side of their country
till the Swazi-tribe was brought under a regular government. It was generally conceded that the geographical
position of the country made it impossible for any other
nation to undertake this than the Government of the South
African Republic. It is also well known that the S. A.
Republic kept its promise as to Mashonalancl, but that
some years had to pass before the other party somewhat
reluctantly fulfilled its obligations ; and that, in the meantime, reckless men did all they could to bring about a
state of affairs so precarious that even the Transvaalers
doubted if what might have been arranged some years
before without the least difficulty could now be effected
without bloodshed. It speaks volumes for the tact of the
Transvaal delegates and their talent in handling Kaffirs,
that, after some anxious days, things were quietly settled.
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But the delegates had scarcely returned before they knew
that the "hemming-in" policy had again come into play.
The country of two chiefs, Zambane and U mbegise,
between Swaziland and Amatongaland had been annexed
by the Governor of Zululand! In 1889, speaking of a railway plan of one Colonel Cooper, I wrote: "The colonel does
not seem to know that Amatongaland has its frontier upon
the Pongolo and that upon the other side of that river are
two chiefs, quite independent of the Amatongas, who long
ago would have' eaten' one another (that is to say Zambane,
being the stronger would have ' eaten ' U mbegise) if the
Boers had not prevented this by takiug tlzem both under their
protection and that these chiefs have given almost every
concession that can be given to some gentlemen of the Piet
Retief district." I believe this is still the case.
At any rate, I do not understand how these Kaffir-chiefs
so suddenly came under British protection, whifst it
was generally held that this part was in the Transvaal
sphere of influence.
Everybody, however, knows that
this move is considered a very unfriendly act in Transvaal
and the reason is quite clear. Even in England this last
stroke does not seem to be universally admired, but then it
is said in defence that if Transvaal was allowed to push
quietly on to Kosi Bay, it nz·£ght give rise to international
complications. Well, perhaps it might in a very distant
future and under circumstances which nobody can yet
foresee. But here is a last instance of :. making" what it
is wished to "mar." I know that some think much of the
capabilities of Kosi Bay. But others believe it would be an
enormous undertaking to make anything like a port out of
this swampy lake, besides many other difficulties to be
encountered in the unhealthiest part of all South Africa,
amongst the filthiest clan of Kaffirs in existence, a great
many of them lepers. Really this might be left to a future
which does not seem to be near. But what is the direct
outcome of this annexation? That complications, till now
very distant and hypothetical, are immediately called into
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life. This "hemming in" necessarily has driven the S. A.
Republic to look for support in other quarters and already
some of the latest transactions in Delagoa-bay have proved
that this support can be easily found. By the sheer force
of circumstances, the policy of '' hemming in" must end in
overreaching itself and become a menace to others besides
the simple Burghers of Transvaal. Even while I write,
there are signs that the fate of these two insignificant Kaffir
chiefs is pondered over in Cabinets that years ago would not
have given a single thought to South-African matters.
I wish I could see some sensible advantage in all this
marring : I see, however, only the contrary. The more the
central states of South-Africa develop themselves, the better
for the whole country,-the better also for English commerce ; for I could see, when in the country, that no other
nation can ever have the lion's share of commerce, or hope
to drive England out of the field. It wants an enormous
amount of capital, energy and pluck to trade advantageously
in these parts; that English commerce has these desiderata,
and knows how to use them, has been sufficiently proved.
Then why mar what you wish to make and not let
development take its natural course? Why indeed?
The latest instance of how little really is understood of
these affairs in England is the general wonder how s,ooo
Swazis can act with the Boers against Magato, under the
supposition that the Swazis hated the Boers bitterly.
Now the Swclzis never had anything to suffer from the
people of Transvaal with whom they lived on friendly terms,
before the landjobbers, prospectors and concession-hunters
came into the country. The farmers used to go with their
flocks to Swazi-land and graze them, quite at peace with
the natives. Why should they hate each other? That the
grandmother of the actual chief and her principal advisers
should not take it as a friendly act, when they saw that there
would be an end to their absolutism, is natural enough.
They liked it the less, when told, heaven knows what,
absurdities about Transvaal schemes and English eo-opera-
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tion in their helpless state. But when the real state of
affairs was explained to them by men knowing admirably
well how to manage Kaffirs-and in this the Boers are
experts-there remained no great difficulties. Nor is there
the slightest reason why the bulk of the tribe should be unfriendly to those who protected them against their tyrants,
whenever they sought their protection. There are thousands
of Swazis already in the South-African Republic who fled
thither in fear of extermination by some of their own clans.
Many of them have formerly fought on the side of the
whites against other Kaffir tribes. when asked to do so.
Why should they not ? They know they will be well
treated and well paid ; and, after all, if you scratch even
a "tame" Kaffir you will always find a kind of fighting
animal. There really is nothing to be wondered at, if some
thousands of them volunteer to join the Boers. They look
on this just like volunteering to work in· the diamond mines
in Kimberley or the gold mines of Johannesburg.
What is of much more importance is the war itself. I
have every reason to suppose that the Boers do not go into
it with a light heart. It is a dire necessity and seven years
ago I had heard them say that it would have to come to
Magato is considered a very powerful and very
this.
wealthy chief. It is said that he has, for years, levied
heavy contributions upon his subjects. Each of them who
went to the mines had to bring a diamond or a sovereign.
His country is very difficult of approach and he has many
strongholds, with many rifles sold to him over the
Portuguese frontier, and it is believed that he has even
Gatling guns. In fact, it cannot be known whether he has
not the help even of some philanthropic whites. So this
may prove in every respect a very serious business. It may
even be that the war is not at once a success.
Now pray let there be no nonsense as there was, for instance, in the case of the poor Portuguese at Delagoa-bay who
were continually stated to be on the point of being murdered
wholesale by the Kaffirs, yet never were. Things generally
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are not what they seem in South-Africa. Not to speak of
intentional misrepresentations, most events do not present
the same appearance to Africanders as to Europeans ; and
what to us would look very much like a reverse to the
whites is not at all 'always thought one by the Kaffirs. The
first expedition of President Burgers against Secoeceni was
not considered a success even in Transvaal; but it was not
at all regarded as a reverse to the Boers by the Kaffirs.
When the Boer Commando returned home, they supposed
that the Boers thought they had done enough for the
moment ; the Kaffirs knew that they had had quite enough
of it; and so they kept quiet for a good while. Magato, after
all, is only a very powerful robber-chief. Even wilhout a
signal victory or with something which may look to strangers
as no success, he may be forced to keep quiet a long time.
In any case whatever happens it will be well not to judge,
before the real facts of the case are correctly known. And
it would be a boon for South-Africa if this were always done
or had ever been done.
I sincerely hope that my feeble
attempt to enlist British attention to, if not the favourable
consideration of, the Boer side of the question, will have a
better fate than the efforts of General P. Joubert, who, on a
memorable occasion, said that he had in vain written for
years to England to prevent some wrongs, and who yet,
after this avowal, continued to write and to speak on behalf
of his good cause-and that I shall not have to call this
appeal "a vo£ce z"n tlze desert."
Amsterdam, 26 May, 1895·

P.S.-According to the papers received after the above
was written General Joubert is under the impression that
Magato is really incited by white men. He is also of
opinion that Magato's country is not at all so difficult for
military operations as was that of Malaboch. Malaboch is
the chief that was reduced some time ago, before Magoeba
was conquered.

